ABOUT

A single day of live streamed video games & epic moments between voice actors, fans, and streamers. The biggest names in voice over are teaming up with popular YouTube/Twitch streamers to help the NAVA Foundation raise funds. Tune in, drop an orange heart 🧡 in the chat, and donate in support of human voices being used to create your favorite games.

@NAVAVOICES | Donation Link | Twitch Channel Link

“We’re streaming today in support of the NAVA Foundation to help keep human voices in our favorite video games. Every donation counts. Help us reach our goal!”

Talking Points:
- The Joy + Power of Video Games: I love video games because...
- Get Nostalgic: What was your first game, or console?
- Voices in Games: Why are human voices in games important?
- The Magic of Voice Actors: Who’s your favorite voice actor, or character voice?
- All contributions benefit the NAVA Foundation, a 501(c)3 charitable organization.

GRAPhICS | BANNERS

FOR QUESTIONS/SUPPORT EMAIL: MATTHEW@NAVAVOICES.ORG